SUM-QE: a BERT-based Summary Quality Estimation Model
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Haaave you met Bert?
He is super genius and can
deal with many tasks!
What do you think Bert?
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Just give me data and
the rest is up to me!
See my proposal below.

(a) Single Task (S-1)
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(b) Multi-Task-1 (M-1)
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(c) Multi-Task-5 (M-5)
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Oh look! A super box that makes
a summary out of many
documents. I won’t have to read
tons of articles any more!!!
Nice! But how do you know
this summary is good?

SUM-QE

Self Attention

Ah... you are right! What am
I gonna do? I know what
qualities a summary must have.
Can you show me?
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Baseline
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Hmm… I think I have a
friend that could help!

Summary

There they are!
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I can see you are using
multi-task learning.
Why is that?

Summary

It will help me learn richer
representations and make
better predictions, especially
when the qualities are highly
correlated.
See in the heatmaps around us
how qualities are correlated.
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And how well do you
correlate with humans?

DUC-05
Pretty well, actually!!
Come take a closer look at
the table on the right.
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I am not totally convinced.
It seems you have diﬃculties
with ...
Indeed, but this is half the
truth. Come with me below.
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I’ m glad I could help! What
are your plans now?
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Well with your help I managed
to predict linguistic quality.
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Observe the table on my left.
has
the highest manual scores and with
the lowest standard deviation!
Can you understand why this might
be a problem?
Hmm… The diﬀerences between the
systems are small and you struggle to
put them in the correct order?
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That’s right! This is
better illustrated in the
diagram here.

I see! It is quite clear
now. Thank you Bert!

I would also like to experiment with
more datasets from diﬀerent domains.

I was wondering if I could learn how
to predict content related aspects
without human references.
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Nice! Just give me data when
you're ready and let me see
what I can do.

Oh! Oh! And I want to see if I can
estimate the quality of other types
of texts, coming, for instance, from
NLG or sentence compression.

I think my work here
is done. Take care!
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Before you go… Do
you have any friends
I could meet?

Bye Bert! Thanks again for
your help!
Don’t forget to
read the paper!

See you around!

You can also ﬁnd the code at
https://github.com/nlpaueb/SumQE
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Well yes! I could introduce
you to Albert and Roberta.
Say the word and it’s done!
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